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“Why Some People Felt Pleasure On Sept.11”
Explains The Reluctant Fundamentalist Author Mohsin Hamid

BY PREETI THANDI
Toronto: Embarking on a journey from
page to screen, TIFF’s popular Books on
Film Series kicked off its fourth season
at the TIFF Bell Lightbox in Toronto this
week with Mohsin Hamid’s acclaimed
novel turned feature, The Reluctant Fundamentalist. Books on Film gives both
book and movie lovers a chance to delve
behind the scenes and get rare insights
directly from the writer. Described as “a
most inventive and gifted writer” by New
York Times Hamid has authored three
novels Moth Smoke (2000), The Reluctant
Fundamentalist (2007), and How to Get
Filthy Rich in Rising Asia (2013).
For Hamid the movie began as a lunch
with Mira Nair in London in 2007. “She
was there for The Namesake and she said
she wanted to make a movie because she
loved the book but also loved Lahore. She
wanted to go back to a city where her own
father was raised,” says Hamid who loved
and so much of our time together was

sicians. I mention music because it is not
something that normally comes to mind
important and so different from what I do.”
the novel in 2000 describes the core of
the book as a coming of age story about a
young Pakistani man who goes to work in
New York and climbs up the corporate ladder. But then he decides to go back home
after growing a beard and a failed love affair. Hamid initially didn’t want the book
to be about 9/11 instead he wanted to write
a quiet fable about a man who goes to
work and realizes that’s not what he wants
to do. “I kept working on the novel for a
year or two after 9/11 keeping it resolutely
set before 2001 but then I realized that I
wasn’t getting around the problem because
the reader would read and say aha, then
Sept. 11 happened so instead of it eluding to Sept. 11, it sounded like it was an
explanation of the events that were on the
horizon. So I eventually decided that there
was no way to exclude it,” reveals Hamid.
The funding and adaptation for the

maker. Nair had a tough time
adapting, Hamid explains, “Mira
approached some very reputable, famous and award winning
screenwriters in Hollywood and
just found it impossible to get
somebody to adapt it. There were
political problems for example,
one of the screenwriters told her:
Mira, there ain’t nothing as a ‘reluctant’ fundamentalist, we have
to change the title.” That is when
Hamid got involved and co-wrote
the screenplay with Nair’s assistant, Ami Boghani and Nair
herself. Reluctant to write the
in. “It was an adventure,” he says
“But I am not convinced that
a novelist is the best person to
adapt.”
Speaking about how the terferent, Hamid says, “I think that
in a book there is a greater space
for imaginative co-creation on
the part of the reader. When you
body who looks like Kate Hudit’s been imagined for you. I tend
to think that novels are kind of
amusement parks for the imagination but many of us after we
stop being children don’t really
indulge ourselves with hours of
imaginary play in a make believe
world.”
Hamid elaborates that both
many things on which you can
hang suspicion, fear or stereotype and if you think things are
getting very frightening, they
can become very frightening.
“My sense is that this novel is a
thriller in which nothing thrilling
happens. It’s that we are already
scared so therefore you put us in a
slightly dark room and we terrify
ourselves and that’s the world of
this misunderstanding that Muslims are like this and westerners

are like that. I think that’s what
the news media does all the time
effectively is that there’s certain
pre-designed stories that we all
want to kill each other and then
we just keep repeating those stories where of course the truth of
today’s news on planet earth is
that 7 billion people went about
their lives pretty much as usual
and most of them didn’t kill anybody. But that’s not how we are
given information.”
Both in the book and the
movie, the main character
Changez smiles as he watches
the twin towers collapse. “A lot
of people were very happy about
9/11 and it’s worth digging into
what that is because as I have
gone around the world with this
book unexpected people would
come up to me - French, Brazilians, Australians and even Americans and say that I also felt this
shameful sense of pleasure at that
moment. Where does that come
from? Because none of these people could really feel any pleasure
at seeing 3000 people killed. So
if they felt the pleasure, there was
some symbolic level, whether
you think it is because America

is a bully or due to US foreign
policy. It’s not that different from
the pleasure that we have at the
news of a war being prosecuted
things but people cheer when a
battle has gone well and I think
we dehumanize the violence and
associate our emotions with the
politics that we want to see advanced.”
Speaking about his own reaction to 9/11, Hamid describes his
experience in a London gym that
he walked into thinking that some
minor accident had occurred but
then he saw people smile. “None
of those people who were smiling were Pakistani or particularly Muslim. And that stuck in
my head. One heard reports of
cheering in Palestine, Pakistan
and many other places but in
a London gym too I saw those
smiles. But my initial reaction
was nervous concern for my own
nancial centre in New York. Then
immediately after I had a sense of
foreboding and crisis that people
like me who are in any case divided between for example half a
life lived in Pakistan, half a life

lived in America that the world
in which people like me can exist has suddenly become much
smaller and there’s much less
space for people like me.”
Much like the way he describes his book and the character of Changez, the writer of The
Reluctant Fundamentalist feels
to come up with pithy political
positions,” says Hamid. “I think
of myself like a sort of mongrelized hybrid you know if I am in
America I will seem more Pakistani than most people but if I am
in Pakistan I am more American
than most people. My positions
on secularism or same sex marriage or economic re-distribution
put me pretty far to the left of the
political spectrum even in the
United States and Canada but
that said, I am opposed to the Iraq
war, the Afghanistan war or drone
strikes so it is kind of a weird incoherent position. I refused to
categories - Pakistani or American/ Muslim or western. These
terms are categorizations that
don’t have much value or meaning for me. If you start denying

who you are you then engage in
a self-mutilation, it is much better
to say look I don’t belong to these
groups. I am just a kind of a weird
mongrel.”
Pakistani dream exists, one that
doesn’t involve immigrating.
“The big Pakistani dream is to get
the hell out of Pakistan as millions
of Canadian Pakistanis would attest to,” laughs Hamid. “But I
think the truth of it is that what
matters is that there not be a Pakistani dream but that Pakistanis be
allowed to have whatever the hell
dreams they have. The constraint
that we face isn’t that there isn’t a
single thing to unite us, it is that
there is too much attempt being
made to unite us despite whatever
we want to be. Not just in Pakistan but elsewhere. What we actually want is a society that allows
a very diverse group of people to
live together without killing each
other and hopefully being able to
do whatever it is they want to do
as much as is possible that is the
Pakistani dream as much as it is
the American dream.”
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